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 Many organizations do not use centralized user authorization with Single 

Sign-On (SSO) Management to seamlessly move from one system to another. 

The same thing also occurred at Universitas Islam Indonesia (UII). Students 

were having trouble login in from one web service to another. The Board of 

Information Systems of UII, or Badan Sistem Informasi (BSI), implements 

SSO to avoid this problem. However, after BSI implemented SSO on the 

virtual machine, it turned out that the server load became too high. A spiking 

number of user logins happened in a short period. The centralized system 

could not handle this. The research's solution is to use a clustered service 

using Shibboleth IdP. The Shibboleth IdP customization can be carried out to 

be deployed into the Kubernetes cluster infrastructure ecosystem to meet the 

needs of authentication login on the business processes at UII. The Shibboleth 

IdP itself will be equipped with a persistent storage longhorn to support and 

maintain the service and avoid a single point of failure. The Kubernetes and 

Persistent Volume Longhorn provide a redundancy function in an application 

and a more flexible replication process. Inside Kubernetes, there is 

containerization technology. It was used to optimize the server's resources 

instead of replicating the application using virtual machines. With the use of 

centralized login by Shibboleth IdP and persistent storage longhorn, the error 

because of server load could be minimized. The downtime of the downed 

services can also be reduced. The research also proves that using Kubernetes 

and Persistent Volume Longhorn could help the system by preventing a 

Single Point of Failure using its redundancy function. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In today's Information Technology (IT) era, higher education institutions are increasingly turning to 

virtual services such as enterprise information systems, Zoom, Panopto, and similar services. Universitas Islam 

Indonesia (UII) is one institution that practices this approach. They use many different online services to 

support their business process. The students, the staff, and the lecturer are obliged to follow the University's 

policy regarding their online services, especially during COVID-19 Pandemic  [1][2]. With different kinds of 

services offered by the University, students with the most numbers often log into multiple online services with 

different credentials on different services [3]. This leads to multiple problems, such as security issues with 

password leaks or password reuse [4]. Sometimes, students also have difficulty logging into their account, 

which is separated into many different web services due to server load problems. This issue is commonly 

solved with centralized authentication and user account management using the Single Sign-On (SSO) system 

[5]. The board of information systems of UII or Badan Sistem Informasi (BSI) implements this method. 

However, the problem persists because the server load is too high to handle. When multiple students, staff, and 

lecturer login into their accounts from home, they create a spike of user login that happens in a short time. 

Therefore, it needs a new authentication and authorization management system. One of them is called 
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Shibboleth IdP. Shibboleth IdP is one of the many centralized SSO management systems that could be run on 

the Kubernetes clustered system. 

The Kubernetes technology is used in many other cases. Konev et al., in their research, propose an 

algorithm for Persistent Volumes auto-scaling in a container orchestration system Kubernetes [6]. Auto-scaling 

stands for decreasing/increasing target resources depending on some load. In horizontal Volume scaling, they 

vary the number of Volumes, while in the vertical case, they vary the size of each Volume. They also introduce 

mixed scaling that includes both to reach the desired state. However, there is no explanation regarding 

persistent storage using clustering or redundancy methods implemented on Kubernetes. In this research, 

however, the container did not contain a persistent data file by default. With Kubernetes clustering service, 

both RAM and CPU become one and redundant. Previously, UII used TrueNAS Democratic Container Storage 

Interface (CSI) as the storage centre for all services inside Kubernetes. However, because of the storage's 

architecture, that can not be clustered into two or more physical hardware server machines separately- 

moreover, UII chose Longhorn instead. The Longhorn service was implemented in this research to make the 

storage system persistent and has a replication function. 

The research conducted by Lobus Mercl et al. explained how containers function within the Kubernetes 

system. The storage is connected to containers via volumes, and many types of Volumes can be mounted to 

containers. There can be used volumes for block storage through dynamic provisioning, but only a few 

technologies for public cloud solutions can be used [7]. Lobus Mercl conducted testing on several storage 

classes that were deployed on the Microsoft Azure Kubernetes Service Server. AWS cloud volume, which acts 

as its cloud storage, was mapped into the instance (via Azure hostPath with attached Azure managed disk), 

OpenEBS, Portworx, Gluster with Heketi, and Ceph with Rook. According to the information from that paper, 

this research then conducts several tests to determine which stacked technology will be the most compatible to 

be implemented into the Kubernetes Cluster on-premise server deployed on BSI. The result is that the Longhorn 

technology is the most compatible. That is because its default function is similar to OpenEBS. 

In the research conducted by John Watt et al., they explained the ability of Shibboleth to transmit extra 

information about a user, including licenses, roles, and other attributes [8]. However, this is not exploited for 

many reasons, mainly because institutional Identity Providers (IdPs) are not maintainable sources of fine-

grained authorization information. The JlSC-funded Shintau project has extended the Shibboleth profile, 

allowing users to link information from more than one IdP together utilizing a custom Linking Service (LS). 

With this research, the authors, in collaboration with the UII Board of Information Systems or Badan Sistem 

Informasi (BSI), conducted an activity to invite other universities in Indonesia to participate in a federation to 

use this type of service on the https://federasi.id website [9]. Providing seamless access to academic e-

resources, e-libraries, cloud service providers, and many other partners [10]. Indonesia Access Federation 

(Federasi) is a service for research and education network institutions in Indonesia (including but not limited 

to universities, schools, and research institutes). One of its benefits will be for Academic Staff, Researchers, 

and Students: Easy access to any organization's subscribed e-resources or to any research education network 

institution worldwide that provides e-resources via access federation [11][12]. 

This research offers a solution by implementing a clustered service using Shibboleth IdP to act as the 

centralized SSO management system for the Kubernetes server cluster to solve the server load problem [13]. 

The implementation of Shibboleth IdP must also be paired with powerful storage technology called Persistent 

Volume Longhorn. This storage technology offers a replication function that helps the server minimize 

metadata loss when an online server is used. Persistent Volume Longhorn also creates redundancy data into 

two or more separate physical servers to avoid the risk of damaged data during its process. This research 

implemented Shibboleth IdP as its Single Sign On Management System. This management system runs on the 

Kubernetes cluster with the help of Longhorn technology as its reliable storage system. This combination to 

create one reliable and working ecosystem has not been conducted by any current research. Since its initial 

release, Shibboleth has been based on SAML, which can be deployed on virtual machines. Shibboleth also 

evaluates the SAML protocol, an open standard widely used for Single Sign On (SSO). SAML communicates 

between service providers or SPs that act as identity consumers of IdPs or identity providers using an extensible 

markup language (XML). The authentication protocol eliminates the need for passwords by relying on the 

security token of an encrypted and digitally assigned XML certificate [14]. The development of the Shibboleth 

IdP on the Kubernetes system also lets all services, data sources, and the Kubernetes cluster be combined as 

one. 

 

2. METHODS  

The process and steps to understand and conclude this research include understanding the concept of 

Single Sign On, Shibboleth IdP, Kubernetes, and choosing a reliable persistent storage volume technology. 
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This research also uses a sequence of methods to conclude its process to produce its results. The steps are as 

follows: 

a) Observation 

The first sequence of the method to complete this research is observation. This phase aims to collect the 

data needed to further process and analyze it. The observation phase is done with direct observation and trying 

out various techniques to be implemented to solve the problem presented in the environment of the UII. 

b) Literature Review 

The literature review aims to collect all the information and various research material regarding the research 

topic to ease up the analysis process further and give more comprehensive insight to the researcher on the 

problem and other variables. The literature review can be done by finding various references and research 

material from a book, journal, scientific paper, consultation with experts, internet, and other ways. 

c) Data Analysis 

Data and information acquired from the observation will be analyzed and processed further to gain a 

meaningful end result needed to build architecture services that are suitable for the enterprise system. On this 

topic, the service that will be implemented to solve the problem presented in the environment of the UII is the 

proper authentication & authorization service. 

d) Architecture System Design 

Following the results from the data analysis that was conducted, the architecture infrastructure service can 

be decided. This design is critical to test the solution resulting from all other sequential thinking methods from 

the start-up until this phase. 

e) Implementation 

Finally, we can implement the solution according to the proposed architecture service design and all the 

data analysis conducted. The implementation phase will be focused on the product service part to answer all 

the research problems.  
   

2.1. Single Sign On (SSO) 

Single Sign On (SSO) is a method that allows the user to log in on various sites, services, applications, 

and other things that are integrated into the SSO service [15]. With this SSO technology that acts as the 

authentication service, the users will only require to use one account to access different services or applications 

[16][17]. This will ease the user and eliminate or minimize the risks of forgetting their usernames and/or 

passwords [18][19]. The enterprise organization will also get various benefits, such as eliminating the need to 

develop an authentication service separately for each service, cutting off significant expenses regarding the 

development process, and more. The login process using SSO technology can be observed in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig 1. Flow user login with Single Sign On 

 

2.2. Shibboleth IdP 

Shibboleth implements the SAML authentication protocol, based on tokens generated by XML encryption 

and optionally has experience running server-side Java web applications [20]. SP will be able to customize the 

attributes required by user applications sourced from various databases by using Shibboleth IdP. Furthermore, 

with the SSO authentication method, many organizations can securely share identities within a federation in 

the future [21]. Following the authentication process, a strategy is required to increase IdP resilience, in this 

case, by minimizing downtime on IdP-connected services [22]. One is to use Kubernetes to orchestrate a 

container-based architecture with the load-balancing method [23]. 

http://issn.lipi.go.id/issn.cgi?daftar&1368096553&1&&
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The Shibboleth Consortium is currently managing the project by developing a product that allows for 

more secure access, is free to use, and integrates with the primary data source via a protected system. 

Shibboleth's most popular software components are Shibboleth Identity Provider (IdP) and Shibboleth Service 

Provider (SP), both of which implement the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) protocol [21]. 

Shibboleth software has been based on SAML since its inception. Later, this software was rewritten to 

compensate for the missing features in SAML 1.1. As a result, Shibboleth also contributes to evaluating the 

SAML protocol, an open standard widely used for SSO. SAML uses an extensible markup language (XML) 

for communication between identity consumers and service providers or SPs acting as identity consumers and 

IdPs or identity providers. The authentication protocol does not require passwords because it is based on a 

secure token of an encrypted and digitally assigned XML certificate [24]. As the identity owner organization, 

higher education can improve services from security and management of user data access by implementing this 

protocol, reducing abuse of access rights to parties who are not authorized to use the data [25]. 

 

2.3. Kubernetes 

In terms of information technology infrastructure, Kubernetes is becoming an intriguing thing. Because 

from its inception to the present, Kubernetes has created an ecosystem that makes web applications serverless 

[26]. So that the server's physical location does not impede companies or organizations that want to deploy an 

application system. As a result, users of Kubernetes will find it more manageable [27]. 

Kubernetes has several components that complement each other, as shown in Fig. 2. Starting with the 

Primary Node, an etcd serves as a consistent key-value store for the Kubernetes cluster data store. Furthermore, 

there is a control plane component in charge of observing new Pods that have not been placed in any node and 

then selecting the node as a location for the new pod to run [28]. In Kubernetes, a pod represents the deployment 

unit of an application instance, which can be a single container or a group of containers that can share resources 

[6] [29]. Due to the need to store metadata on each pod connected to the replication of block storage on the 

Longhorn, a Shibboleth IdP container is used in this study, forming a stateful set [30]. Shibboleth IdP is thus 

run on three containers in the form of pods, as shown in Fig. 9, to maintain the application's level of resilience. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Kubernetes (k8s) Cluster Ecosystems  

 

An appropriate load-balancing method is required with the Shibboleth IdP replication process into three 

pod container replications. This study uses Nginx in conjunction with a round-robin algorithm [31]. In the case 

of implementing SSO Management with Shibboleth IdP, this replication process may be a solution to the SPOF 

challenge [32]. However, to determine the level of resilience of IdP services, trials with a container architecture, 

as described in this study, must be conducted [33].  

 

2.4. Longhorn for Storage 

Longhorn is the official open-source application development project of the Cloud Native Computing 

Foundation (CNCF). Longhorn is a cloud-native distributed storage platform for Kubernetes that is reliable 

and deployable. Longhorn makes it simple, fast, and reliable to deploy persistent block storage on Kubernetes 

clusters [34]. This storage block communicates via the iSCSI protocol with the storage server hardware [35]. 

It is critical to pay attention to the use of storage server hardware and the network server configuration, as both 
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significantly impact the user experience when using Longhorn [36]. The Longhorn's architecture is represented 

in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Architecture block storage Longhorn 

 

2.5. TrueNAS Democratic CSI 

Network-Attached Storage (NAS) is a type of computer data storage linked to a network and provides 

data access to various clients. NAS systems are networked appliances containing one or more hard drives, 

frequently organized into logical, RAID redundant storage containers [37]. However, it cannot replicate on 

separate server hardware [38]. Network-attached storage relieves other servers on the network of the 

responsibility of file serving. Compared to file servers, network-connected storage provides faster data access, 

easier administration, and simple configuration via TrueNAS and must use Democratic CSI to communicate 

with Kubernetes. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Architecture TrueNAS Democratic CSI 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Shibboleth IdP is primarily used as single sign-on management for services connected to SSO, as 

illustrated in Fig. 5. UII centralized all authentication and authorization processes on Shibboleth IdP in the 

previous implementation of SSO architecture. However, the architecture was down a few times due to a failure 

to match metadata on the Shibboleth IdP service. This is due to an unreplicated block storage failure. As a 

result, replication solutions must be tested and implemented to keep Shibboleth IdP services operational while 

minimizing the impact on SP services connected to Shibboleth IdP. 

Shibboleth IdP connects to multiple user requirements and attributes data sources, including Oracle, 

Percona database, and Active Directory. Shibboleth IdP can be accessed via a public internet domain via an 

Nginx reverse proxy [39]. Some Service Providers, such as UIIGateway (https://gateway.uii.ac.id) and 

eduVPN, are already connected to Shibboleth IdP. Service Providers from external services such as Google, 

Office365, Panopto, and Zoom application logins are also available. 

http://issn.lipi.go.id/issn.cgi?daftar&1368096553&1&&
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Fig. 5. Flow of communication between Shibboleth IdP services 

 

Shibboleth IdP logins are tested using JMeter as a load testing tool or application load testing. The 

following is the result of resource usage on Shibboleth IdP after concurrent testing with up to 2000 users. 

Because the server hardware device used can affect the value generated on the Shibboleth IdP service, the 

results of this test may differ from those of other case studies. According to the metrics, the disk I/O bandwidth 

usage of the Shibboleth IdP service is less than 1Mbps. The use of non-replicated persistent storage for its 

implementation, as in TrueNAS persistent storage, increases the risk of a single point of failure. As a result, 

another solution for implementing persistent storage in Kubernetes that allows for replication or redundancy is 

required, namely Longhorn persistent storage based on block storage. Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 display 

the performance test results of TrueNAS and Longhorn. 

Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 show performed trials using a tool called fio, that the performance of 

persistent storage between TrueNAS and Longhorn with the same hardware; the mean of the random read and 

random write from TrueNAS is faster compared to Longhorn, even though on the implementation (according 

to Fig. 6), Shibboleth IdP only needs a bandwidth for less than 1Mbps. There are iodepth variables in integer 

units on the testing, which means several I/O units to keep in flight against the file. That is the amount of 

outstanding I/O for each thread. A bs variable defines the block size the test will generate the I/O. The default 

value is 4k; if not specified, the test will use the default value. It is always recommended to specify the block 

size because the applications do not commonly use the default 4k. Also, the size variable can be defined as the 

file size on which the Fio will run the benchmarking test. Variable runtime can be defined as the amount of 

time the test will run in seconds. 

 

 
Fig. 6. The usage of resource server on Shibboleth IdP with Kubernetes cluster 

 

We can see that both TrueNAS and Longhorn are still enough to fulfil the bandwidth storage in Shibboleth 

IdP. However, while using TrueNAS, it will be limited only to single storage and cannot be replicated. In order 

to compensate for that, the choice of storage technology applied to the Shibboleth IdP service is highly crucial 

because this service is becoming the centre of the business process, and downtime is not allowed. It requires a 

unique method to improve the current server to optimize storage. Through Kubernetes and distributed storage, 

a high-availability server system has been developed in this research [40]. Aside from implementing the 

Kubernetes that orchestrate containers, we also shall consider the persistent storage replication used in 

Kubernetes like Longhorn, as shown in Fig. 7.  
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Table 1. Storage Performance Evaluation random read and write 

Environment 
-iodepth=128 --bs=4k -size=1G -runtime=60 

randread randwrite 

TrueNAS Core Storage with CSI 

Democratic 

IOPS = 30,1k 

BW = 118MiB/s 

(123MB/s)(7051MiB/60003msec) 

IOPS=881 

BW=3525KiB/s 

(3609kB/s)(207MiB/60209msec) 

Longhorn Storage 

IOPS = 9145 

BW = 35,7MiB/s 

(37,5MB/s)(2144MiB/60013msec) 

IOPS = 731 

BW = 2927KiB/s 

(2997kB/s)(172MiB/60034msec) 

 

Table 2. Storage Performance Evaluation random read and write 

Environment 
-iodepth=128 --bs=1M -size=1G -runtime=60 

randread randwrite 

TrueNAS Core Storage with CSI 

Democratic 

IOPS = 428 

BW = 429MiB/s (450 MB/s)(25.2 

GiB/60215msec) 

IOPS = 103 

BW = 140MiB/s (109 MB/s)(6339 

MiB/61064msec) 

Longhorn Storage 

IOPS = 259 

BW = 260MiB/s 

(273MB/s)(15,3GiB/60394msec) 

IOPS = 76 

BW = 76,0MiB/s 

(79,7MB/s)(4578MiB/60211msec) 

 

Table 3. Storage Performance Evaluation random read and write 

Environment 
-iodepth=1 -bs=4K -size=1G -runtime=60 

randread randwrite 

TrueNAS Core Storage with CSI 

Democratic 

IOPS=3340 

BW=13,0MiB/s 

(13,7MB/s)(783MiB/60001msec) 

IOPS=416 

BW=1666KiB/s 

(1706kB/s)(97,6MiB/60002msec) 

Longhorn Storage 

IOPS=545 

BW=2182KiB/s 

(2234kB/s)(128MiB/60002msec) 

IOPS=84 

BW=336KiB/s 

(344kB/s)(19,7MiB/60008msec) 

 

According to Table 1, the test result showed that IOPS score on random read by using TrueNAS 

Democratic CSI can reach 30,1k, and random write score up to 881, while on the other hand, when using 

Longhorn, the IOPS score on random read can reach 9145 and random write score of 731. On Table 2 the 

bandwidth random write score can reach 140MiB/s (109 MB/s)(6339 MiB/61064msec), while on Longhorn 

random read can reach bandwidth 260MiB/s (273MB/s)(15,3GiB/60394msec) and random write bandwidth 

76,0MiB/s (79,7MB/s)(4578MiB/60211msec). While on Table 3, each IOPS score and the bandwidth can be 

seen that the score obtained by TrueNAS is bigger than Longhorn. Both storage technologies got their strengths 

and weaknesses, such as TrueNAS can handle more IOPS than Longhorn and faster than Longhorn. At the 

same time, Longhorn is focused on its replication level and data redundancy to guarantee its service reliability 

maintained during hardware failure. In this study, Longhorn could answer the challenge of the existence of 

hardware failure that used to happen in UII. After several trials with Kubernetes Persistent Storage, Longhorn 

showed a more stable result. This performance testing result could be different if we compared it to other 

studies. The difference can result from the different use of hardware or the network link that has already been 

implemented in the data centre.  

Fig.  8 depicts the results of a hardware failure test with a storage status of two failures. However, because 

it uses Longhorn persistent storage with storage replication, the Shibboleth IdP service continues to function 

normally, as shown in Fig. 9. 

After the risk of the single point of failure on the storage is handled by using replication features on block 

storage Longhorn, the next step is the monitoring of the request and response on the load-balancing method as 

described in Table 4. 

According to Table 4, we can see that there is no error 5xx significant on the Shibboleth IdP services, yet 

the error is often experienced while the load request is increasing. Some errors occurred because of the failure 

to obtain the metadata. This can be caused by problems with the storage service that used TrueNAS Democratic 

CSI with single storage architecture, so this can cause a single point of failure on the persistent storage. In order 

to prevent this constraint, this study offers the trial solution; making a persistent storage replication on 

Kubernetes by using Longhorn, as seen in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. The usage of replication in block storage Longhorn          

 

 
Fig. 8. One of the storage machines was subjected to a hardware failure test using block storage Longhorn 

 

 
Fig. 9. Shibboleth IdP service is still operational 

 

Table 4. Nginx IdP Shibboleth Load balancing 

Server State Response Time 
Response 

2xx 5xx 

Worker-01 UP 0ms 282144 0 

Worker-02 UP 0ms 278691 0 

Worker-03 UP 24ms 330677 1 

Worker-04 UP 0ms 258052 0 

Worker-05 UP 0ms 290366 0 

Worker-06 UP 1ms 213927 1 

Worker-07 UP 23ms 360018 0 

Worker-08 UP 0ms 365679 0 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the research, we can conclude that the container conducted by Kubernetes only is not adequate 

to prevent a Single Point of Failure. Therefore, we also use block storage Longhorn which has a replication 

feature in this research. Shibboleth IdP that saves metadata can still be accessed even when the malfunction is 

found in one of the physical server's machines. Furthermore, the computation machine usage is already handled 

by Kubernetes, and the storage used is already handled by block storage Longhorn. Using load-balancing using 

Nginx based on a round-robin algorithm, resulting in the small resource server and low request inside the node 
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server, can be made relatively with little error responses with the value 5xx error responses [41]. In order to 

obtain a valid result of the test storage performance, at least we should use minimal SSD, or we better use the 

NVMe [42]. Another recommendation is that if we already successfully implement the Longhorn on 

Kubernetes by collating several hardware servers in one data centre location, another challenge is implementing 

the Datacenter Recovery Centre (DRC). In this case, we make separate and different redundant data centres 

between the primary data centre and backup data centre that can be used to minimalize downtime in case of a 

disaster in one data centre location that may cause the loss of electricity and internet access [43]. 
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